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Review by Drew Harrington <harrington@pacificu.edu>
University Librarian, Pacific University

“There are no technological revolutions without cultural transformation,” Manuel Castells notes in the epilogue of this book. One such transformation is the development of the “Hacker Ethic,” explored here by Himanen (Univ. of Helsinki; Univ. of Calif., Berkeley). Readers should not confuse the creatively motivated “Hacker” with the maliciously motivated “Cracker;” this book is not about the dark underbelly of the computer world. It is an exploration of an emerging work ethic that challenges the Protestant Ethic under which most of us labor, whether or not we are Protestant. The Protestant Ethic places work squarely in the center of life, with work as an end in itself, regardless of the amount of meaning the work may hold for the worker or for society. If we work long enough and hard enough during our earthly lives, the Protestant Ethic suggests we will finally earn leisure-time in heaven. Unfortunately, a Protestant work ethic combined with today’s technology that increasingly makes room for work in all areas of our lives (i.e. cell phones, convenience foods, laptops, etc.), can damn us to a model that makes Sisyphus a hero. By contrast, the “Hacker Ethic,” which is not necessarily confined to computer folk, is based on innovation, creativity and living a passionate life. The “Hacker Ethic” in its purest form is based on three elements: challenging society; undertaking activities motivated primarily by a desire to create something that one’s peer community would find valuable, and freedom of expression combined with open access. It is about optimizing time for playfulness and about working at experiments that may not have immediate goals. Hacker time is not based on the nine-to-five model, or any proscribed schedule, but on “doing something” rather than “doing time.” While the “Hacker Ethic” is not an entirely new concept—artists, artisans, academics and Thoreau embraced a similar ethic long before computer hackers came along—it is new to see it applied to the power structures of today’s workplaces and economy. This little black book is itself an innovative and creative collaboration between Pekka Himanen, Linus Torvalds and Manuel
Castells, and could spark mini-revolutions.

Drew Harrington can be reached at harrington@pacificu.edu.
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Timmy
on January 29, 2014 at 3:42 PM said:

I visited multiple web pages however the audio quality for audio songs existing at this website is really wonderful.

naija social network
on January 30, 2014 at 11:37 AM said:

I did finally watch A Mighty Wind! Beneficial stuff!

Joanne Humpal
on January 30, 2014 at 6:17 PM said:

F*ckin

plotka
on February 1, 2014 at 1:48 AM said:

Hey incredibly cool web site!! Guy .. Beautiful .. Superb .. I’ll bookmark your blog and consume the feeds also…I am satisfied to discover so many useful info right here inside the post, we’d like develop additional methods in this regard, thanks for sharing. . . . . .
wydarzenia

on February 1, 2014 at 2:17 AM said:

Thanks much for providing folks with this kind of a remarkable opportunity to read critical reviews from here. It is usually so superb plus packed using a lot of fun for me personally and my office peers to visit your website minimum Three times every week to find out the new issues you have. And indeed, I’m also truly satisfied as part of your astonishing tips served by you. Some 2 information in this posting are entirely the simplest we’ve ever had.

nigeria social network

on February 4, 2014 at 10:17 AM said:

I utilized in order to find excellent info from the content.

nigeria entertainment news

on February 4, 2014 at 10:28 AM said:

Peculiar article, entirely what I wanted to find.

nigeria entertainment news

on February 4, 2014 at 10:37 AM said:

Thank you for sharing very good information. Your website is extremely cool. I am impressed by the data that you have on this site. It reveals how nicely you understand this subject. Bookmarked this site page, will occur back for additional articles.

Nigeria social network

on February 5, 2014 at 12:15 AM said:
While you will be driving a private jet, it’s extremely crucial wear shoes which have been comfortable and just removable. It’s almost certainly you’ll want to consider them off after under-going security checks. Sandals or flip-flops are footwear which is well suited for traveling.